DRAFT AGENDA OF THE FOURTH MEETING (1994)

The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its fourth meeting of 1994 on 31 May and 1 June, commencing at 10.00 a.m., in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of Agenda

Notifications under Article 4

3. United States/Korea: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2043)
4. United States/Turkey: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2045)
5. United States/Philippines: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2059)
6. United States/Czech Republic: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/2078)
7. United States/Slovak Republic: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/2079)
8. Norway/China: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2063)
9. Norway/Hong Kong: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2064)
10. Norway/India: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2065)
11. Norway/Indonesia: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2066)
12. Norway/Korea: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2067)
13. Norway/Macau: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2068)
14. Norway/Malaysia: Extension / Amendment (TEX.SB/2069)
15. Norway/Pakistan: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2070)
16. Norway/Philippines: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2071)
17. Norway/Singapore: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2072)
19. Norway/Thailand: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/2074)
20. Canada/Bangladesh: Amendment (TEX.SB/2077)
21. Canada/China: Extensions (TEX.SB/2076)
22. Canada/Hungary: Extension (TEX.SB/2080)
23. Canada/India: Extension (TEX.SB/2062)

Notifications under Articles 7 and 8

26. Canada/Bulgaria: Extension (TEX.SB/2082)

Other Business

1Two hundred and eighty-fifth meeting overall.

*English only/Anglais seulement/Inglés solamente